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Abstract: The geometric accuracy of a workpiece represents one of the key parameters defining its
quality, and it is affected by the appropriate selection of the machine tool, control system, NC program
and cutting conditions. Up-to-date control systems contain advanced compensation functions, which
increase the volumetric accuracy of the machine tools. Nevertheless, these functions use correction
data measurements within the machine tool’s periodic maintenance plan. This paper introduces a
method for ad hoc correction data modification. This modification is based on the difference between
the real and nominal workpiece geometries, which are evaluated on a coordinate-measuring machine
as a standard process in high-accuracy workpiece production. Correction data are compiled in the
form of a three-dimensional structured mesh, where nodes of the mesh contain such correction values
that interpolations within the mesh suppress workpiece geometric deviations. The correction mesh
calculations are based on the assumption that the nodes are connected by imaginary springs and
that they are initially in force equilibrium. Force disbalance is introduced by workpiece geometric
deviations evaluated at arbitrary points. Then the new position of force-balanced nodes is calculated.
Experimental results on a three-axis machining center have verified the proposed method, where
geometric accuracy of the workpiece increased more than 85% without any negative effect on surface
quality. The approach presented is efficient for increasing workpiece accuracy without the need for
NC program modification.

Keywords: in-process measurement; CNC accuracy enhancement; correction data; corrective
machining

1. Introduction

Workpiece geometric accuracy represents one of the most important parameters de-
scribing its quality. It is related not only to machine tool volumetric accuracy and thermal
stability, but also to NC program quality, control system capabilities, cutting conditions and
machine tool and workpiece stiffness. Volumetric accuracy is responsible for a considerable
part of total machining error [1,2] and addresses the connection between the volumetric
accuracy of the machine tool and the evaluated roundness of the workpiece. An analysis of
factors affecting volumetric error is discussed in [3,4], and the main factors were identified
as follows: kinematic axes errors, thermoelastic machine tool deformation and force loading
resulting from the machining and control systems. The resulting workpiece accuracy is
affected by the machining conditions, the tool used and its wear and the complexity of
workpiece geometry. Thermoelastic machine tool deformation is still a challenging issue.
The influence of ambient temperature variation to volumetric accuracy and its compensa-
tion is described in [5], while the influence of internal machine tool thermal load, including
an advanced compensation model, is solved in [6]. Numerical methods are often utilized
for calculation of machine tool structural deformation resulting from thermal load. In these
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methods, the temperature profile is prescribed in few key points (e.g., spindle), and the
machine deformation is calculated. The finite element method (FEM) is used for machine
tool displacement calculation from four temperature sensors in [7].

Machine tool accuracy can be measured directly using special equipment or evaluated
indirectly based on the workpiece’s real shape. Measuring methods are globally divided
into contact and contactless methods. Unique devices for indirect contact measurement are
represented by diverse one-, two- and three-dimensional artifacts [8] and other equipment,
e.g., a ball bar for roundness evaluation [2]. Methods for measuring the rotation axis of five-
axis CNC machine tools have been published [9]. Contactless methods are mainly based on
optical measurement. This is where the distance of the target point from a different position
is measured and the point position is calculated from a multilateral principle [10] or is
measured using a laser tracker, which is capable of directly measuring a three-dimensional
point position. However, measuring the tracker’s rotating axes position is difficult, and
the resulting precision is insufficient for precise manufacturing. The volumetric error of
the machine tool can be also estimated from manufacturing a specific workpiece. In [11],
test workpieces are specified with technology conditions related to the ISO 230–1 norm for
machining centers, where the accuracy of machine tools with three to five interpolated axes
is evaluated based on workpiece geometric accuracy.

The measurement and compensation of geometry which is dependent and indepen-
dent of volumetric errors is resolved in [12]. The resulting model of volumetric accuracy
deals with 41 errors, where the linear and rotational errors were measured with an in-
terferometer and a ball bar, respectively. The resulting volumetric error is calculated for
the actual position, utilizing a kinematic machine tool model. The volumetric accuracy
model is utilized for the relative error of a tool—the workpiece in [1], where the kinematic
model is derived for geometric and volumetric errors in a vertical machining center. The
model is based on a rigid body description and a homogenous kinematic transformation
for volumetric error calculation. Volumetric accuracy compensation represents an approach
for increasing positioning accuracy, and modern control systems contain software functions
for compensation. The errors identified are employed in the form of static compensation
tables or complex mathematical models [6].

High-precision machining often connects with in-process or post-process metrology.
Measuring takes place on coordinate measuring machines (CMM), which are located in
separated air-conditioned rooms. However, the transportation of a large workpiece is
time consuming and challenging. In recent years, on-machine measurements (OMM) [13],
where CMM functionality is replaced by machine tool measurements, although with lower
accuracy, have become increasingly important. A detailed description of in-process OMM is
given in [14], where the current state of the art is introduced. To increase OMM accuracy, the
machine can be equipped with external position measuring functionality. If real workpiece
geometry exceeds the given tolerances, some corrective technique must be used to accept
the workpiece. The resulting accuracy after correction depends on the volumetric error
distribution, correction data density and the corrective technique utilized. The evaluated
workpiece errors are usually integrated in the form of NC code adaptation, where the tool
path is corrected within the measured error. The compensation of geometric errors based
on NC code modification for three-axis and five-axis machine tools is published in [15]
and [16], respectively. Suitable equipment can be used for online position compensation. A
laser tracker was used in [17], and the positioning accuracy of a low-cost three-axis machine
tool was increased below 35 µm without prior calibration or the measurement of machine
errors. OMM with a touch probe is described as an effective metrology in [18], where the
need for probe calibration is mentioned to achieve the required accuracy. In that article,
the measurement data are used to adjust the toolpaths using macro programming, which,
by parameterizing geometric entities, allows easy implementation of correction data. The
inspection of the workpiece on the machine after machining is also described in [19], where
the measurement data are used to compare the position and orientation of the workpiece
and its theoretical CAD model. The mirroring method is then used to generate a new
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toolpath. In [20], the increase in machining accuracy for a thin-walled workpiece and the
associated reduction in the number of rejected parts is investigated. After machining to a
near-net shape, the part is measured on a machine and, if necessary, the nominal shape of
the part is modified within the prescribed tolerances. Subsequently, based on the actual
position of the part and the adjusted nominal shape, the toolpaths are adjusted with the aim
of increasing workpiece geometric accuracy. This method does not enhance the volumetric
accuracy of the machine, but it does adjust the tool path for a specific workpiece located in
a specific machine position. It also supports increasing accuracy based on geometric error
compensation [21], where a kinematic error model for calculating volumetric accuracy is
assembled. The increase in accuracy is based on an adjustment of the tool path. This means
the nominal trajectory is divided into short linear sections. Based on the error model thus
created, these sections are shifted, and a new NC program is generated. This procedure
increased the accuracy for a linear and S-spline tool path to 4–8x greater accuracy.

This paper presents a method for increasing workpiece accuracy based on extending
the initial machine correction data through ad hoc compensation based on the evaluated
deviation from the nominal workpiece shape. The main goal is transformation from the
identified deviation in arbitrary points on the workpiece surface to a structured mesh with a
computed correction in all three dimensions. Inspiration for the transformation comes from
the FEM solution of thermoelastic problems, where data from several independent sensors
are used for overall machine deformation calculation. This method assumes geometric error
repeatability under identical conditions and is designed for a paired machinetool-workpiece
in a given position. Its advantage is based on rapid implementation without the need to
change the NC program, which remains unchanged, as well as the machine technology and
settings. This method can compensate not only for the machine tool volumetric error, but
also for an error caused by workpiece compliance during machining and by NC program
and control system errors. On the other hand, not all sources of error can be compensated
using this method. These include in particular thermoelastic machine tool deformation.

2. Correction Data Calculation

Calculation of the correction data for the workpiece comes from the difference between
the nominal and real workpiece geometries as measured at arbitrarily distributed measuring
points. The nominal points define the nominal geometry that is related to the designed
shape, while the real points describe the real shape. Selected measuring points are measured
on a CMM and are based on the CAD model, while the deviations are evaluated at each
measuring point

ε =
[
εx, εy, εz

]
, (1)

where εx, εy, εz are the components of error vector in the main axes direction. Correction
data for every measured point are considered as the negative error vector

c = −ε. (2)

Correction data are calculated in the form of a structured three-dimensional mesh,
where in each node the correction vector [dx, dy, dz] is defined, see Figure 1.

The basic task represents the calculation of the correction mesh, where the interpolation
of correction values at the nodes compensate the evaluated error vector at the measured
points. The correction value at any point in the workspace is calculated by trilinear
interpolation [21] from the correction values at the nodes

cM1 = f (xM1, yM1, zM1, C1(dx, dy, dz), . . . , C8(dx, dy, dz)). (3)

The algorithm in the proposed method decomposes deviations to main axes directions,
and correction data are calculated for the main axes separately. The solution of the spatial
problem is thus transformed from a three-dimensional problem to a 3 × 1-dimensional
problem for the main machine tool axes X, Y, Z.
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The measured point-correction value depends right on the cell where the point is 
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The influence of the further cells may be important for cases with a significantly uneven 
distribution of measured points, and it acts as a filtering mechanism of the missing meas-
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Figure 1. Measured point M1 surrounded by the correction mesh. The nominal and real positions of
the measured point are marked in green and red, respectively.

Figure 2 shows a one-dimensional scheme in which real workpiece geometry is mea-
sured at five measured points in the Y-axis direction and the compensation data are cal-
culated only in the Y-axis direction. The correction mesh consists of nodes where the
compensation value is calculated and the edges connect two adjacent nodes. These edges
are not part of the correction data, but are important for calculating node displacements.
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The measured point-correction value depends right on the cell where the point is
located. For node displacement calculations from a measured point error, it is possible
to select a more general procedure where the measured point also affects the further
cells. The influence of the further cells may be important for cases with a significantly
uneven distribution of measured points, and it acts as a filtering mechanism of the missing
measured points.

2.1. Correction Mesh Design

The size of the mesh and the number of nodes in the main axis direction are the
basic parameters for calculating the displacement of the nodes. These parameters are
user-specified or calculated automatically. In case of an automatic approach, the mesh size
is designed to include all measured points, and the number of cells is chosen equal to the
number of measured points. A significantly higher number of nodes than measured points
is inefficient in terms of the formation of mesh zones, where nodes are not sufficiently
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affected by the measured points. On the other hand, a significantly lower number of nodes
cannot sufficiently ascertain the details of the measured shape.

The proposed method also works with an uneven distribution of measured points.
Based on an equidistant distribution of nodes, it smooths zones with lower measured
points density and determines the number of cells from the number of measured points,
which appears satisfactory. In case of complex shapes or measured point distribution, it
may be advantageous to design the mesh manually with full parameter controls.

An uneven distribution of measured points may lead to a situation with more than
one measured point in a single cell. This state is not a problem for node displacement
calculation because it is solved by an iterative procedure. Considering that each internal
node affects eight cells of the mesh, it is not possible to calculate node displacement in
each cell separately. The interpolation of displacement from eight nodes of one cell must
correspond to the error value of the measured point in this cell. However, at the same time,
the correction at each node must correspond to the remaining seven cells and the measured
points located there.

The mesh can be designed both with an arbitrary edge length in the X, Y and Z
directions and a distinct number of equidistantly distributed nodes in each direction. To
create a three-dimensional mesh, the lowest number of nodes in each single direction is two.
The proposed method is also applicable to one- and two-dimensional solutions, where the
corrections in the second and third dimension have the same values and are only shifted
positions of the nodes in the second and third dimension, respectively.

2.2. Equations of Node Displacements

The calculation of node displacements is based on their connection with measured
points. The connection is realized with imaginary springs, which connect the measured
points with the nodes of the correction mesh. The measured point does not have to be
connected only to the nodes of the cell in which it is located, but it can also be connected
to the nodes of other cells. The displacement of the nodes is based on the fictitious force
balance of the correction mesh, which deviates from the equilibrium state by the evaluated
deviations at the measured points. Figure 3 shows a scheme for calculating the displacement
of nodes in one row and direction, where the measured points also connect to nodes in
further cells.
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The input to the calculation is the initial distribution of nodes (C) and measured points
(M) and the evaluated deviation at the measured point (e), and the output is the required
displacement of the nodes (d). The product of the spring stiffness and the displacement of
measured points produce the imaginary forces acting on the nodes. The imaginary springs
connect the adjacent nodes, too, and the resulting force interaction scheme is shown in
Figure 4.
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To maintain the force balance according to Figure 4, ∑ Fi = 0 must apply for each
node. The following system of equations can be derived for the displacement d1x, d2x and
d3x of nodes C1, C2 and C3, respectively:

2k +
3
∑
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ki1 −k 0

−k 2k +
3
∑

i=1
ki2 −k

0 −k 2k +
3
∑

i=1
kn1


 d1x

d2x
d3x

 =



2
∑

i=1
k11 pi1

2
∑

i=1
k21 p21

2
∑

i=1
k31 pn1

, (4)

where k [N·m−1] is the stiffness of the springs between nodes of the mesh, kij [N·m−1]
is the stiffness between the i-th measured point and the j-th node and pij = ei − dj is the
variation of the distance between the i-th measured point and j-th node in the direction
investigated. The resulting system of equations consists of a three-diagonal matrix, which
is effective in calculating the inverse matrix for a system of equations solution. Generally,
for N measured points acting on M nodes, the j-th equation of the system of equations is
derived in the form

[
−k 2k +

M
∑

i=1
ki2 −k

]
.

 dj−1
dj

dj+1

 =

[
N
∑

i=1
k ji pji

]
. (5)

The key feature of the proposed connection is the constant stiffness of springs connect-
ing the nodes and the variable stiffness of the springs connecting the measured points to
nodes:

kij =
le
lij

k, (6)

where le [m] is the length of the cell edge in the calculated direction and lij [m] is the distance
from the measured point to the connected node in the calculated direction. If the measuring
point was identical with the mesh node, the connection stiffness would be infinite. In the
proposed algorithm, this case is treated so that the displacement of the node is equal to the
evaluated deviation of the measured point. The connection stiffness between the measured
point and the given node is not considered.

2.3. Calculation of Node Displacements

For each direction X, Y, Z, the displacement of the correction mesh nodes is solved
separately. A set of linear Equation (5) is compiled for the node displacement calculations
in the selected direction. The correction in the measured points calculated by interpola-
tion from the nodes is not equal to the evaluated error at the measured points after this
calculation. This difference is based on the connection of the measured points and nodes
by flexible springs, except in the case when the measured point is identical with any node.
By connecting the springs, the nodes always move less than the specified offset of the
measured point. To increase accuracy, the proposed method includes an iterative algorithm;
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see Figure 5. A correction mesh with a defined dimension and a number of nodes is set
up for the selected direction. From the knowledge of the position of the nodes and the
measured points, the equation for the displacement of the node points (5) is compiled
and calculated. The correction of the measured point is then calculated by interpolation
from the calculated displacement. The difference between the evaluated and the required
correction is added to the evaluated correction in the following iterative calculation.
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The end of the iteration calculation is given by reaching the maximum number of
iterations, or by achieving the required accuracy. The iterative calculation can also be
terminated by reaching the maximum defined node displacements. If the maximum
number of iterations is reached, but the required accuracy is not reached and the calculation
no longer converges, it is necessary to adjust the mesh. The reason may be, for example,
several measured points with different required corrections in one cell. After the successful
calculation of the node displacements, a file with correction data is compiled containing
the mesh dimensions, the number of nodes in individual directions and the displacement
values at the nodes.

3. Results

The proposed method was tested by simulation and subsequently on a real control
system in quasi-stationary positioning without machining, where the current correction
value in the control system was checked. Finally, the test workpiece was machined to
compare the achieved accuracy with corrections both on and off.

3.1. Numeric Simulation

To verify the proposed method, an application was created in the Matlab environment
(Figure 6), which calculates the correction mesh based on the entered deviations at selected
points. Output of the application is a calculated correction mesh and summary information
about the achieved accuracy, i.e., the difference between the requested and the calculated
corrections.
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A correction square mesh with 3 × 3 cells was generated for testing, where zero
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Three measured points with position deviations were positioned in the middle cell. To
test the robustness of the proposed method, a deviation was defined with a different direction
at each point: εM1 = [0.10, 0.30] mm, εM2 = [0.16,−0.10] mm, εM3 = [−0.12,−0.10] mm.
The calculated correction mesh after 100 iterations is shown in the Figure 7b, where the
deviations are 100× magnified. Convergence of the difference between the nominal and
reconstructed positions of the measured points is presented in Figure 8. Although three
measured points in one cell had prescribed nearly opposite position deviations, the position
was reconstructed with an accuracy of more than 99.98% for all points.
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3.2. Verification on Machine Tool without Machining

After successful verification of the correction mesh calculation within the simulation,
the proposed algorithm was tested on a Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl control system in
quasi-stationary positioning. A Cycle 996 VCS Rotary is activated in this control system,
where VCS denotes Volumetric Compensation System. As of version 3.0 of Cycle 996, up to
three axes may be used for compensation, where the compensation value is calculated from
the actual machine tool position and compensation data. The compensation data is entered
in the form of an *.spf file, where following the initialization header, the compensation
values are in the form

E996_GP(gp1, gp2, gp3, compval1, compval2, compval3),

where gp1, gp2 and gp3 denote a position in the three-dimensional grid of input axes
and compval1, compval2 and compval3 the deviations in that position for output axes.
An example of the *.spf file is in the Appendix A, where the file structure is explained
in detail. In accordance with the proposed method, the compensation data in each axis
may be defined with a different number of nodes. The principle of calculating the cor-
rection value is based on interpolation in a three-dimensional mesh of compensation
values that is integrated directly into a real-time core. However, detailed information
about this calculation is not available in the documentation. Therefore, in accordance
with the numerical simulation, a correction mesh with 3 × 3 cells was chosen, where
the three selected test points lay in the middle cell of this network. At these points, a
deviation from the desired position in the directions of the X, Y axes was prescribed
εM1 = [0.10, 0.30] mm, εM2 = [0.16,−0.10] mm, εM3 = [−0.12,−0.10] mm for points M1,
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M2 and M3, respectively. These deviations and nominal positions were used to calculate
the correction network and for compilation of the *.spf file for the control system. Next,
the machine tool was positioned to the measured points, where the current compensa-
tion value was read from the control system. The results are shown in Figure 9, where
the deviations are magnified 100× for clarity, and it is clear that there was a significant
reduction in positional deviation. Specifically, the positional deviation was reduced by
96%, 92% and 94% for points 1, 2 and 3, respectively. These results show that the control
system calculates the correction correctly. Refinement of the correction mesh to place each
measuring point in a separate cell will produce even better results. However, in the selected
case, the compensation error was already 1.2 µm, 1.1 µm and 1.2 µm for points M1, M2 and
M3, respectively. All these values are considerably superior to the achievable accuracy of
the selected machine tool.
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3.3. Verification on Machine Tool with Machining

A machining test was performed on a three-axis machining center to verify the pro-
posed method on a real part, and it is shown in Figure 10. Aluminum material AL7075 was
chosen, and the tool used for machining was D20 mm solid carbide head with three flutes
with 40◦ different helixes for aluminum machining. The tool was mounted in a hydraulic
expansion tool holder with the interface ISO SK 50. The geometry of the designed part
consists of linear and circular sections, and its technical drawing is provided in Appendix B.
The NC program was developed in CAM software Siemens NX 12. A flow chart of the
experiment is shown in Figure 11 and consists of two parts: the training and testing phases.
The aim of the training phase was to evaluate the accuracy of machining without the
proposed method and to calculate the correction data. An identical tool was used for
roughing and finishing, where the cutting conditions are given in Table 1, and they were
set with accordance to the tool manufacturer’s recommendation. To increase the surface
quality, Cycle 832—High Speed Settings was activated in the control system in the form
CYCLE832(0.03, FINISH,1), i.e., tolerance of 0.03 mm was prescribed for finishing for a
program without orientation of the tool. After the final machining, the training piece was
measured on a Coord3 coordinate measuring machine with a Renishaw SP25M scanning
probe; see Figure 12. The deviation of the real geometry from the required one is plotted in
Figure 13a, and it reached 0.098 mm.
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Table 1. Cutting conditions for workpiece machining.

Parameter Roughing Finishing

Feed rate 1500 mm/min 750 mm/min
Spindle speed 5000 rpm 5000 rpm
Feed per tooth 0.1 mm/tooth 0.05 mm/tooth
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3.3.1. Correction Data Calculation

The Renishaw SP25M scanning probe measured 2480 points along the shape. Measur-
ing with a scanning probe is a privilege of high-tech CMM, while touch-trigger probes are
standard tools for CMM. Alternatively, if the measurement was performed directly on a
machine tool, scanning-probe utilization would also be difficult. Therefore, only 21 points
were selected manually to calculate the correction mesh. These points are located with
respect to contour error distribution, where in the zones with higher deviations, more
points were selected. Especially in the smallest inner radii, the errors reached the maximum
and denser discretization was used there. The distance from each measured point to the
nearest other one was calculated, and the mean value of these distances defined the mesh
density. The resulting mesh has 6 × 14 × 1 cells in the directions of the X, Y and Z axes and
is shown in the graph in Figure 13b, in which the selected measured points are also shown.
The calculation of the correction mesh converged rapidly, and 96 iterations were enough to
reduce the deviation by more than 98%. The total time of calculation in Matlab was less
than 10 s, but it is worth stating that the algorithm is ready for optimization. The correction
mesh must be defined in the global machine coordinate system, even if coordinate system
transformation is activated for machining.

3.3.2. Testing Workpiece Machining

The testing workpiece was machined using the identical NC programs, as in the case
of the training workpiece, and all technological conditions remained the same as well. The
workpiece was fixed in the machine vice so that the testing position was identical to the
training one. Roughing was performed without correction data activation, because an
allowance (0.5 mm) significantly exceeds maximal geometric deviations (0.098 mm), and
the correction data were activated for finishing only. After finishing, the testing workpiece
was measured using a CMM with a scanning probe, and the deviations were evaluated.
The results are shown in Figure 13c, and it is evident that there was a significant reduction
in deviation. The maximum value reached 14 µm and successfully verified the proposed
method.

4. Discussion

A numerical simulation verified the proposed method with very good results, where
the position deviation of the simulated points was almost suppressed, even if three points
were located in one cell of the correction mesh. Using the same points and the same
correction mesh within the real Sinumerik 840D sl control system also achieved very
promising results. Nevertheless, the reduction in the position deviation was a little weaker.
In that case, the correction calculation was run fully under the control system, and it is not
possible to comprehend the algorithm. The machining test on a three-axis machining center
consisted of training and testing workpieces, where the training workpiece was machined
with a maximal geometric deviation of 98 µm. This value is slightly above the expected
one, but it corresponds to the actual state of the machine tool and other conditions. Based
on the calculated correction mesh, the deviation of 98 µm was reduced to 14 µm, where
all parameters and settings remained constant. The only single difference was the length
of time needed to perform the evaluation, where measuring on a CMM, calculating the
correction mesh and fixturing of the testing workpiece took about 90 min. During this
time, the machine tool did not machine and the ambient temperature remained constant.
The thermoelastic effects need not be considered; however, no machine temperatures
were recorded within the experiment. Based on trace records, the machine tool position
repeatability is significantly below 1 µm and the actual feed rate was nearly identical to
the set value. The non-uniform results of achieved accuracy might come from various
tool-engagement angles, where the different tool radial loading resulted in tool deflection.
The largest deflections were always identified in the smallest inner radii, which are just
slightly larger than the tool-used radius. Both chatter and vibrations were not registered
during machining. The setting of the calculation consists of the area of space discretization,
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the area of influence of the measured points and the maximum number of iterations. All
presented results are considered to be very promising, and machining using a more precise
machine tool would probably lead to even better results.

The main advantage of the method represents compensation of all shape-error con-
tributions, i.e., the positioning error of the machine tool, compliance of the machine tool
and the workpiece, errors in the control system or NC program, etc. If more identical work-
pieces are machined, it is only necessary to measure the first one, since the compensation
data remain constant for the following workpieces. This assumption takes into account
the constant accuracy of the machine and the constant position of the parts in the working
space of the machine tool. It neglects the effect of tool wear and does not respect changes in
machine tool geometry caused by thermal loads. A great benefit of the proposed method is
the increase in machining accuracy without modification of the NC code, since modifying
that code is not a trivial task.

The main drawback is the principle of the method itself, where a training workpiece
needs to be finished to determine the corrections. If the real shape of the training workpiece
is larger than the nominal shape, corrective machining of the training workpiece is possible.
On the other hand, if there are zones with shape undercutting below geometric tolerances,
the workpiece cannot be corrected anymore. This procedure can be eliminated by semi-
finishing when the final shape is machined with sufficient allowance to avoid undercutting.
The workpiece would be measured after the semi-finishing, and the compensation data
would then be calculated for the final machining.

This method does not generally increase the accuracy of the machine tool, but it only
adapts tool trajectory for a given workpiece. Theoretically, machine compensation data
in the same position may be different for a different workpiece. The approach presented
does not replace the static volumetric compensations of machine tools, but it allows for an
increase in the geometric accuracy of the machined workpiece.

Follow-up research will be focused on two areas. The first is an extension of the method
for control systems that do not allow directly writing to volumetric correction tables, or
have volumetric corrections based only on the kinematic model error principle, where
arbitrary compensation within the whole workspace is not feasible. One of the possible
solutions is writing the correction values in the form of temperature compensations. The
use of an external industrial computer (IPC), such as an EDGE device communicating with
the machine control system, is considered. In such a configuration, the correction values
will be calculated in the IPC based on the current machine position and sent to the machine
control system online. In this solution, the corrections may be affected by the time delay
caused by non-real-time communication between the IPC and the control system. The
second area of research is in-process on-machine measurement, which would eliminate
the transport of the workpiece to the CMM, back to the machine tool and its setting in the
working space. Especially for large and heavy workpieces, this type of manipulation is
challenging and time consuming. This approach would significantly shorten the entire
measurement process. The big challenge is to increase the accuracy of the machine tool
in the measuring mode when additional devices are considered to compensate for its
inaccuracy. At the same time, it would be advantageous to implement standard metrology
software in the machine tool control system in order to provide the same functionality as
the CMM.

5. Conclusions

This article describes a method for increasing the geometric accuracy of a machined
workpiece. The method is based on the ad hoc determination of machine tool compensation
data from the difference between the nominal and real workpiece geometries. The method
was successfully verified by simulation and machining a part, where the geometric accuracy
of the workpiece was increased by more than 85% during machining. Summary points can
be defined as:
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• The method extends correction data from several measured points to overall workpiece
shape;

• This extension is based on spring-connected nodes and measured points, where
deflections come from external metrology;

• The method works for paired machinetool-workpiece in a given position only, any
changes in workpiece position or design yield to new correction data evaluation;

• Direct implementation in Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl control system;
• The method does not eliminate all sources of workpiece geometric error.
• This method is time consuming in terms of evaluating geometric deviations, but for

machining high-precision parts it represents one of the ways to achieve the highest
accuracy.
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Appendix A

This appendix describes the structure of the *.spf file. It consists of header file (N10–
N190) with definition of the utilized axes, dimensions and mesh, and the compensation
data (N200–N270). The comment operator ’//’ introduces a description of the command:

N10 DEF AXIS compax [3], inputax[3] //axes for output (compax) and input (inputax)
N20 DEF REAL minvals[3], maxvals[3] //lower and upper bounds for each axis
N30 DEF INT n_int[3] //number of cells of the mesh for each axis
N40 compax[0] = X2 //1. compensated axis declaration
N50 compax[1] = Y2 //2. compensated axis declaration
N60 compax[2] = Z2 //3. compensated axis declaration
N70 inputax[0] = X2 //1. input axis declaration (its position defines compensation)
N80 inputax[1] = Y2 //2. input axis declaration
N90 inputax[2] = Z2 //3. input axis declaration
N100 minvals[0] = 0 //minimum position of 1. input axis
N110 minvals[1] = 0 //minimum position of 2. input axis
N120 minvals[2] = 0 //minimum position of 3. input axis
N130 maxvals[0] = 100 //maximum position of 1. input axis
N140 maxvals[1] = 100 //maximum position of 2. input axis
N150 maxvals[2] = 100 //maximum position of 3. input axis
N160 n_int[0] = 1 //number of cells in 1. input axis direction
N170 n_int[1] = 1 //number of cells in 2. input axis direction
N180 n_int[2] = 1 //number of cells in 3. input axis direction
N190 E996DEF_3D(1,compax,inputax,minvals,maxvals,n_int,1) //definition of E996
N200 E996_GP(0,0,0,0.01,0.01,0.01) //compensation data . . .
N210 E996_GP(0,100,0,0.01,0.01,0.01)
N220 E996_GP(0,0,100,0.01,0.01,0.01)
N230 E996_GP(0,100,100,0.01,0.01,0.01)
N240 E996_GP(100,0,0,0.01,0.01,0.01)
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N250 E996_GP(100,100,0,0.01,0.01,0.01)
N260 E996_GP(100,0,100,0.01,0.01,0.01)
N270 E996_GP(100,100,100,0.01,0.01,0.01) // . . . compensation data
N280 EXECUTE()
N290 M17

For tool position inside the correction mesh, the compensation value is calculated by
linear interpolation. For tool position outside the mesh, the mesh nearest point is calculated
and the corresponding compensation value is used.

Appendix B

The training and testing workpieces are identical, and the geometry consists of linear
and circular segments. Technical drawing is in Figure A1.
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